
Sanctity of the womb 
 

“In God we trust” America was truly blessed with life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. The 

sanctity of marriage, family, childhood innocence and the womb were respected and the country 

prospered. America became the living example of a vibrant democracy propelled by the most 

honorable concept, “E Pluribus Unum.” Church and state though separate, shared equally in the 

responsibility to protect the basic tenets of the republic from attack both at home and from 

abroad. Approximately three generations ago the moral height and physical power achieved by 

the United States of America became the engine of righteousness needed to defeat a world-wide 

war waged by tyrannical forces. 

 

America relaxed, pursued happiness and began to forget exactly to whom it was indebted. 

Approximately two generations ago moral vigilance became fatally negligent and the greatest 

assault upon human rights was perpetrated. The God-given right of an unborn American to enter 

her or his homeland was usurped under the guise of “liberty.” A heinous criminal act was 

granted amnesty. America was fatally wounded, self-inflicting pre-meditated death upon its 

progeny, it had pronounced sentence upon it self. The source of America’s life, liberty and 

pursuit of happiness had been rejected. God was no longer to be trusted; America could reject 

responsibility for the innocent life it creates by separating itself from God-given rights. Moral 

responsibility for anything of a less grave nature was soon compromised and America’s descent 

toward oblivion accelerated. 

 

God gave man laws because morality needed legislation. A nation’s laws likewise modeled and 

followed ensured its prosperity. God always protects wise nations which honor Him. God 

allows the foolish nation free reign and always allows those nations to be destroyed. “In God we 

trust” America practiced the Wisdom of Solomon during her assent to greatness but failed to 

preserve it. The unborn child is literally torn apart, not that two parties wanted the pieces, but 

alive it was “inconvenient” to their pursuit of happiness. So, in abandoning God’s laws God has 

abandoned America to the will of the person it preferred to trust, the Alliance. Truly lacking the 

Wisdom of Solomon, America’s current “church” and “state” will consummate America’s 

terminal descent into oblivion. 
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When the sanctity of the womb was destroyed, all things sacred would soon follow, and they 

have. The citizens have elected many who are determined to destroy America. They are easy to 

see as their words and works, evil at their core, define them clearly as the abortionist-Democrat-

alliance. 

 

PS: The nuclear dominos are all in place, and only the deadliest one to mankind is missing but 

not for long. Most likely not twelve years away but maybe as soon as twelve months away. No 

one knows when it will arrive, nor the apocalypse, but the latter could easily follow the former. 

Iran is determined to destroy Israel and America, their relentless cultural threat! Their nuclear 

attack would not only ensure both but every other nation as well. 

The Alliance is proudly birthing their New Green Deal and just as proud of destroying life at all 

stages in the womb.! Totally devoid any real moral authority, they will not save America from 

real danger facing the world, so best be prepared. Not a lot of time left, IMHO. 


